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* Use complete anatomy (see tools section for reference)
* Draw things out to help you visualize them better!
Ø Ex: arteries to help learn blood supply/branches off each artery
Ø Ex: brachial plexus (under each nerve write what muscle it innervates to
help make connections)
* Make charts/tables and color code any boxes that have similarities
* Without looking at your notes, write out everything you know then check for
accuracy. This will help you realize what you don’t know or need to focus more
on.
* If you know the origin and insertion of everything, you basically know the
action! The muscle pulls the insertion toward the origin so visualize what the
movement the muscle is producing when doing that.
* Acronym city!! Make acronyms to help you remember things, but don’t make
so many that you won’t remember which acronym is for what!
Ø Ex: SITS = rotator cuff muscles (supraspinatus, infraspinatus, teres
minor, subscapularis)
* Studying for quizzes thoroughly makes studying for the exams much less
overwhelming! (+ review your quizzes before the exams!)
* Getting along with your cadaver group is essential – you’ll be spending lots of
time together!
* Take advantage of cadaver lab! It’s an amazing learning experience.
* Keep up with studying the muscles as you learn them – you don’t realize how
many muscle’s you’ve learned until you have to learn them all the weekend
before the test (cramming is never fun)
* Start by putting information into small and simple “boxes” to learn the
basics and then expand as you go
* Look for patterns/correlations to make it easier to remember things!
Ø Ex: all muscles that attach to the greater tuberosity of the humerus are
external rotators
* Fill out the objectives in class as Dr. Livingston lectures to save time.
Objectives really help narrow down what to study for quizzes.
* USE YOUR BONE BOXES!
Ø Number the bones with either tape or chalk marker, have a reference key
as to what landmark each number is and quiz yourself!

* Ask Dr. Pinkstaff to record her lectures to have as future reference – she goes
through the information quick, so this will allow you review the lecture at
your own pace or edit your notes if need be.
* Be ready to take a lot of notes in class and type FAST! If you make a typo, go
back and fix it later - focus on getting all the information down first.
* If you find you aren’t able to get all of the information down as she lectures,
at least try to get down the key information from each slide
* Don’t be afraid to ask questions in class – if you are confused about
something ask her to slow it down for you or explain it differently.
* Dr. Pinkstaff lets you have a blank piece of scrap paper for the test – take
advantage of this! If drawing something out helped make something easier
for you while studying, draw it again once the test starts for reference
* Thoroughly read each question during the exam to make sure you know
exactly what it is asking!
* Talk things out with a friend! Physiology has a lot to do with concepts,
memorization won’t help you as much.
* Help each other understand the information – some schools are a lot more
physiology heavy than others, so an easy concept for you might be tough for
your classmate(s)
* Don’t be afraid to go to office hours or ask questions after class if you are still
having trouble or have more specific questions
* If there is one class you want to be on time for, it’s this one – DON’T be late!
* YOUTUBE IS YOUR FRIEND! Search videos to help you better understand
concepts you are struggling with.
Ø Khan Academy + Crash Course have some great videos
* Pay attention to information in the pictures on the slides too! Everything is
important unless she specifically tells you it’s not. These may help you
understand concepts better as well.
* When she is explaining a slide that just has a picture, mark down the time in
the recording you’re at in the “notes” section of the slide in case you want to
review just what she explained and not listen to the whole lecture.
* Start reading/outlining the chapters way ahead of time, the chapters are
LONG
* Try to study for this class every single day! It is a lot of information.
* Thoroughly understanding the nervous system lecture will give you a good
foundation for future neuro classes!

* Practice with multiple people – everyone has a different body (just like your
patients will) so this will help you when it comes to palpations!
* Act like you are in the practical every time you practice! This will help you
remember things that are easy points on the practical!
o Ex: introducing yourself, asking for consent, etc.
* Look at the rubric before each practical! There are red flag items that are an
automatic fail if you forget to do them so don’t miss those!
* Make flash cards or put small pieces of paper in a cup with the names of a
muscle to palpate or ROM to measure and randomly pick one. This will help
keep you on your toes and really test your knowledge. If you have to look at
your book for help, put it back into the mix until you’ve got it down.
* Make tables/charts to have everything in one place and to save time while
studying
* Be confident in yourself and your skills! Confidence is key.
* Don’t rush through the practicals, take a second to breathe and collect your
thoughts before just trying to get it over with
* Keeping up with your anatomy will greatly benefit you!
* Learn to get comfortable with each other because you’re going to get real
touchy-feely!
* Ladies – always wear a sports bra to class as some things you need to take
your shirt off for
* DON’T FORGET THE GAIT BELT! Just don’t.

* Engage in class conversations, they can be interesting!
* Don’t completely put in on the back burner!
* Take the rules & laws quiz seriously – a lot of it comes up in later classes or is
mentioned in the clinic. You also will have to take a real one for licensure!
* Take notes, even if it’s just advice from the professors, and store them where
you will always have access (folder on your computer, notebook). A lot of
what you learn is very important for your character/professionalism as a PT.
* You may think this stuff is common sense, but it is still very important as
how you present yourself in the clinic (and out) is half of the job.

* Make sure you take some time for yourself (AT LEAST an hour a day)
* Find a hobby you love to get your mind away from school when you need a
break
* Use break time between classes wisely (study, gym, whatever you need to get
done)
* Pack your lunch! We have a break room with a refrigerator you can keep your
lunch in!
* Don’t be afraid to ask for help! (cohorts, teachers, mentors)
o Talk to professors during their office hours
* Make sure you have a good reliable computer with plenty of storage
o Back up your computer often! You never know when computer problems
will creep up on you. Save yourself any possible future trouble!
• Make a daily schedule for yourself; you have your class times set but also
write down times to go to the gym and study. As you get closer to exams,
make a study schedule for each class if you feel like it’s getting difficult to
manage your time (channel your inner Hermione (: )
• Get a planner!! It will save you.
• If you have the opportunity to get some extra sleep, take it!!
• Find a sleep schedule that works for you! You may want to go to bed earlier so
you can wake up extra early to study or you may be a night studier. Just
make sure you’re getting enough sleep that you’re not getting run down.
• Don’t let your guard down on studying. If you have free time, utilize it.
Take advantage of the upper floors of the library if sound and movement in
your periphery are distracting
• Find what note taking strategy/study strategy works for you. It may be
different for each class!
• Reviewing material before class can really help you understand it better when
you're in class
• Check your student email and canvas on the daily.
• Don’t be afraid to leave your comfort zone
• Don’t be afraid of failure… not everyone knows everything (but try not to fail
exams)
• Find balance. You DO NOT need a 100 on everything to get through PT
school. So find a balance between allowing yourself to have fun and
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schoolwork. Don’t let yourself burnout, so find what it takes to keep yourself
sane. B’s for balance ;)
Take care of your emotional and spiritual health!
Reward yourself for the little things - if you’re feeling overwhelmed try
writing daily goals (even the simplest of things) to check off and help
yourself get back to the boss you know you are!!!
Pack some snacks for class
Read first, then organize the material in a way that makes sense to you
If you live with multiple people in the program, look into buying a treatment
table to practice on or a whiteboard for study use
All in all, find what works for you in and out of the classroom. Everyone else
may be doing something totally different, BUT as long as it’s working for
you that is what is important!!!

UNF scrubs (you only need one pair)
A pair of “cheap” scrubs for anatomy lab
Vicks vapor rub (or gum) for anatomy lab - you’ll probably need it until you
get used to the formaldehyde*
Combination lock for your locker (take a picture of or write down your
combination in case you forget it)
1-2 boxes of gloves
2-3 UNF polos
Dress pants/khakis to go with polos (colored pants/shorts are fine as long as
they look professional)
Parking pass (blue is more expensive but totally worth it)
o Other option is the grey but parking is far away so expect a 10 minute
walk in whatever weather conditions Florida decides on for the hour)
Set of 3 goniometers
Stethoscope - does NOT need to be fancy, you won’t really use it too much
Colored pens and/or dry erase markers really helpful to stay organized! *
Caffeine*
Notecards/flashcards*
Planner*
A large binder if you want to keep notes for all of your classes in one place*
Lunch box to bring to school*
* = not required but highly recommended

This is one of the most helpful tools you could have in PT school! You get your own
personal computer model where you can add or subtract layers of muscle, skin, ligaments,
nerves, arteries, etc. Super helpful for origins/insertions and seeing where muscles are in
relation to other landmarks on the body. Click on whatever muscle you’d like and it will
tell you the origin, insertion, action, blood supply, nerve supply and additional
information about it. There is also has a motion tool that produces the actions of each
muscle for any visual learners out there. You can isolate whatever you are looking at,
zoom in, zoom out, create study quizzes… more stuff than I can even tell you! Great
reference to use in any class, not just Anatomy! Available on iPhones (not android), iPads
and computers! Computer is recommended so you have a bigger display to view it on.
Tip: The app goes on sale somewhat frequently, so keep an eye on it so you don’t have to
pay the full price! We will try to keep you updated on the Facebook page if we see it’s on
sale.

This app is way more useful than preview or
whatever comes default on computers. I find it
useful to take notes on what the professor is
saying alongside whatever bullet point they’re
talking about, and this app lets you do that
where PowerPoint limits you to adding notes at
the bottom. It makes it easy to tell what was on
the slide and what is extra information the
professor added in. Also great for reading
textbooks or articles, you can underline and
highlight, take notes in the margins, etc. They
make a version for all Apple products and I’ve
used it in every single class so far for taking
faster notes.

For the inevitable computer troubles or needing to bring something up on a
computer at the library, having all your school stuff backed up to a cloud service is
essential. There’s a ton of options and all have their pros and cons; if you have all
Apple products iCloud makes the most sense but really as long as you have things
backed up and you know how to use it efficiently. Every little bit of study time
helps, and sometimes I would pull slides up on my phone and read through them
while I was on the bike or something at the gym and this allowed me to do that.

Create online flashcards using Quizlet. You can make as many sets as you
want and sort them into different class folders for easy organization! Many
different features are offered in regard to how to learn the flashcards and quiz
yourself. You can also upgrade to s pro account for a monthly charge (they might
have a yearly option as an alternative) which allows you to upload pictures to
Quizlet and blur/label them in order to quiz yourself.
Tip: split the cost of a pro account with a friend or group of people and share the
login info to utilize this!

One of the most helpful tools to utilize! This gives you a common place to
share information with each other. You can create folders for different semesters
and create folders within those for each class you’re taking that semester. Helpful
in sharing study guides, pictures, online textbook PDF’s, lecture recordings, etc.
Also, be sure to utilize Google Sheets, Google Slides and Google Docs to allow
multiple people to actively work on a project or presentation without having to send
it back and forth. Play around with these as they can benefit you greatly if you
know how to use them. It’s very helpful to have a Google Sheet with everyone’s
information (name, phone number, UNF e-mail) as reference if you need to contact
a classmate!

This is an app everyone can download on their phone to create a group chat
within your class. You can ask each other last minute questions about homework or
information you’re confused about, an event the next day, plan hang outs, send
each other memes, send each other helpful study links, etc. It’s basically just a place
for you to all be able to quickly communicate!

